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Why do so many anion separation systems follow the Hofmeister order? In considering this question, we have introduced the concept of bias, referring to selectivity behavior that exhibits a monotonic trend vs. recognition. For anions, the term bias characterizes the typically observed monotonic increase in extractability with decreasing ionic charge density. Electrostatic principles predict and experiments confirm that such a relationship can be steep and strongly influenced by ion-pairing and specific interactions via hydrogen bonding. However, such effects rarely override the dominant solvation-based ion-partitioning Gibbs energy term, and the Hofmeister ordering thus persists in many types of separations, including anion exchange, ion-pair extraction, and membrane systems. Bias thus represents either a powerful tool by itself or the background against which specific receptors for anion recognition must operate. Several examples will be discussed from the authors’ research on crown ethers and calix-crowns for ion-pair extraction. In this connection, it is widely understood that non-ionizable cation hosts such as crown ethers extract alkali metal salts most efficiently when the co-extracted anion is large and hydrophobic. It would be useful if this restriction could be lifted so as to permit efficient separations from common acid or salt matrices.
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